About Stepcase

Stepcase is based in Hong Kong, a dynamic team that focuses on developing Lifehack.

About Lifehack

Lifehack is widely recognized as one of the premier productivity and lifestyle content sites on the web. With over 10 million readers from all over the world, we are one of the fastest growing online publishers in the world. Through useful and practical content and tools, we want to improve every aspect of people's lives.
We Bring Positive Energy Into People’s Lives

With over 10 million readers from all over the world, we are one of the fastest growing online publishers in the world. We aspire to create useful and inspiring online content that brings positive energy into people’s lives.

Our Core Values:

- We are a positive team who eliminates workplace politics and gossip.
- We develop a widespread product to inspire people.
- We are logical people who value and work around with numbers and facts.
- We embrace changes to make things better.
- We go for the relentless growth attitude.
Our Culture: Positive, Smart and Eager for Progress

Our employees enjoy access to the best tools available, an open and collaborative work environment, and ending each day knowing that they’ve made a tangible impact.

**Things We Have:**

- Space for creativity
- Smart colleagues
- Environment that encourages changes and progress

**Things We Don’t Have:**

- Model answers for everything
- Bureaucracy
- Blame game
We Go For Lifelong Learning In a Transparent Culture

The real perk of working at Lifehack is being part of a community that values your work, encourages life-long learning, and fosters a transparent and supportive culture.  

Perks:

- 5 days work
- Stand-up desks
- Flexible working hours
- Book sponsorship program
- Regular social activities and company gatherings
- Full-stocked pantry
- Energetic office with card games, table tennis and video game console
- 14 days annual leave